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MAGNETIC ATTRACTIONS.
[ART. 322
J!
32O. The component forces at the poles A't Bf have been regarded as equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. To this degree of approximation the forces which tend to move the centre of gravity of the magnet B'A' are zero. This means that the expressions for their magnitudes contain an additional factor r in the denominator so that the forces vary as the inverse fourth power of the distance.
These forces are very small and are generally neglected. We must however notice that, though the moment about C' of the forces in Art. 318 which act between the poles of the magnets is I", the moment T about C of the same forces differs from T' by the moments of the forces which act at the centre C". Though these forces are very small, yet the arm r is here very great and the resulting couple is of the order 1/r8.
It is sufficient to indicate the method of finding these forces and to state their magnitudes. Let (x, y, z), (x', y', zr) be the coordinates of the positive poles A, A' of the two magnets referred to origins (7, C' respectively. The distance Z> between A, A' is                           £2=(r + a;' -s)s + (y' -y)a+ (z' - zf.
The forces X, F, Z are then
We now expand these expressions in inverse powers of r and effect the summation of each term for positive and negative values of m, mf. Finally we write x = a\, #'=:fl'\' &c. We then find
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Ex. Two small magnets float horizontally on the surface of water, one along the direction of the straight line joining their centres and the other at right angles to it. Prove that the action of each magnet on the other reduces to a single force at right angles to the straight line joining the centres and meeting that Hue at one-third of its length from the longitudinal magnet.                             [Coll. Ex. 1(.)00.]
321.    Potential energy.    A small magnet, whose moment is M'} is acted on by a number of given magnets; it is required to find the potential energy.    Let m' be the strength, 2a' the length of the small magnet EC' A', then M' - 2a'm'.   Lot V, V be the potentials of the field at the negative and positive poles of the small magnet, then F'=s-(V' — V)/2a  is the component of  force, due  to  the field, at the small magnet in the positive direction of the axis, Art. 40.    The mutual potential energy is, by Art.  f)9,
W = - Vm + V'm' = - M'F'.
The required potential energy is therefore found by midtiplyiny the moment Mf of the small magnet by the axial component of force F' and changing the sign.
322.    To find the potential energy of two small magnets.    We use the same notation as in Art. 319.    The component forces due

